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PRACTICE PLAN

Format: 4 Stations

OVERVIEW
Warm Up Activity - Brittish Bulldog (Full Ice) - 10 minutes
Line Skating - Knee bend - Forward Stride - 10 minutes
Station #1 - Steps and jumps over sticks - 10 minutes
Station #2 - 1 vs 1 vs 1 with mini-nets - 10 minutes
Station #3 - Puck tag with ringettes - 10 minutes
Station #4 - Choose a gate - 10 minutes

WARM UP - BRITTISH BULLDOG - FULL ICE
HOW TO PLAY

The players line up on the goal line with a puck (or ringette) on their
stick. Place 3 - 4 coaches or players in the middle (the bulldogs). On the
whistle the players will try to skate from one end to the other without
getting their puck (or ringette) stolen by the “bulldogs”. The “bulldogs”
must stay between the blue lines.

Coach’s Notes

Use ringettes if possible or allow advanced players to use pucks.

My Notes

STATION #1 - STEPS AND JUMPS OVER STICKS RELAY RACES
VARIATION #1 - STEP OVERS

In the first variation the players step over the sticks with one foot, land
on that foot, glide to the next stick on the one foot, and then releat for
each stick. At the end they do a control turn around the tire and work on
forward strides back to the goal line. Once they get to the goal line the
next player can go.

VARIATION #2 - TWO FOOT JUMPS

The second variation has the players glide on two feet and do a two
footed jump over every stick.

My Notes
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STATION #2 - 1 VS 1 VS 1 WITH MINI NETS
SETUP

The setup requires three mini nets and at least 6 players. The nets should
be set up in a triangle formation (see diagram). Each player will claim a
net and stand in front of it to start. The coach will blow the whistle and
throw a puck into the middle of the playing area.

OBJECTIVE

Players try score a goal in either of the other players nets while protecting goals from being scored on their own net. The coach should try to
keep track of how many goals each player scores in each round. They get
1 point for a goal scored on another players net and -1 point for goals
allowed on their own net.

My Notes

STATION #3 - PUCK TAG WITH RINGETTES
This is exactly the same game as puck tag but it is geared towards the Mites &
Novice age level because it allows the players to use ringettes instead of pucks.
The game of puck tag goes like this:
•
•
•
•
•

My Notes

Every player has a ringette and is skating around the playing area.
Designate 2 players or coaches to be “IT”.
If a player is tagged they must stand still with one arm holding their
stick and one arm up in the air.
In order to return to the game another player must stickhandle a ringette
through their legs.
Once all of the players are tagged at one time then the round is over.

WHY THIS IS A GREAT SMALL AREA GAME

The game forces players to control the ringette with their head up and taking
inventory of their surroundings. They have to look for opportunities to free their
teammates by being aware of where the “IT” are located.

STATION #4 - CHOOSE A GATE
Choose a gate is a station drill that requires players to receive a pass
and make a decision. It forces players to handle the puck with their head
up and make a decisions based on the action of the coach.

SET UP

Place a net at both ends of the station with goalies (if available) and
split the players into two lines, one in each corner. Through the center
line of the station there are two sets of gates marked by two cones
(gates). The coach has the pucks in between the gates.

My Notes

The drill starts on the coaches signal. The coach passes the puck to the
player as they take a few strides towards the coach. After the coach
makes the pass they must skate to one of the gates. The players need to
control the puck and control the puck through the other gate. Then they
take a shot on net before going to the end of the line.

